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İNGİLİZCE5 2. SINAV

SENARYO 1

Learning Outcome:  E5.6.R1. Students will be able to understand phrases and simple sentences on 
posters and advertisements about movies and movie characters. 

1.  Look at the cinema ticket and complete the sentences.

FAREWELL 
TO

DIMPROSE

FAREWELL
TO

DIMPROSE

SCREEN: 2   
SEAT: A4
DATE: June 23
TIME: 19:00
PRICE: $25

----------------------------------- is a drama about two besties. It is playing at --------------------------- in the evening 

at the cinema. The ticket is ---------------------------.
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İNGİLİZCE52. SINAV

Learning Outcome:  E5.7.R1. Students will be able to understand short texts with visual aids, such as 
cartoons, posters and birthday cards.

2.  Read the text below and answer the questions.
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a. What kind of party is Nancy organising? 

b. Where is the party? 

c. When is the party?
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Learning Outcome:  E5.8.R1. Students will be able to understand simple texts about sports activities.

3.  Read the conversation below and fill in the note card with the correct names.

Justin : What a sunny day today!

Maria : Yes, it is. Let's go swimming after school.

Jack : I would love to but I can’t.

Clara : Great idea! It’s my favourite.

Justin : Sure, let’s go.

Sally : Sounds good, but I have other plans after school.

Accept(s):

Refuse(s):

Suggest(s):

WHO?
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Learning Outcome:  E5.8.R1. Students will be able to understand simple texts about sports activities.

4.  Read the conversation below and answer the questions. 

Hi, all! Would you like to go camping this Sunday?

Sounds great, but I have other plans for the weekend.

I am sorry, but I can't. 

Sure, I like it.

John Kevin JackMark

a. What is Mark’s suggestion for Sunday?

b. Who wants to join the camp?

c. How many people refuse Mark’s suggestion? Who are they?
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Learning Outcome:  E5.9.R1. Students will be able to understand short and simple texts about what 
people/animals are doing at the moment.

5.  Read the text below and fill in the blanks with the correct names. 

Sally is feeding the chickens and checking their water on her farm.

Jacob is cleaning the barn to keep his animals' home nice and clean.

Karl is picking fruit and vegetables to sell them.

Jane is milking the cow to make some cheese.

.............................’s Farm .............................’s Farm .............................’s Farm .............................’s Farm

.............................’s FarmKarl .............................’s Farm .............................’s Farm .............................’s FarmSally Jacob Jane
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Learning Outcome:  E5.9.R1. Students will be able to understand short and simple texts about what 
people/animals are doing at the moment.

6.  Read the speech bubble below and complete the sentences.

It is a great day today, and all my family 
members are on the farm. My grandfather, 
Adam, is watering the vegetables, and my 
grandmother, Lily is examining the horse. 
My mother, Emma, is painting the doghouse. 
My father, Henry, is planting a tree in the 
garden. Oh hey, the kitten is climbing a tree. 
I must help it now!    

Jessica

a. There are -------------------------- people on the farm. 

b. -------------------------- is doing some gardening.

c. Lily is taking care of the --------------------------.  

d. Henry is in the --------------------------. 


